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The Fenway Institute encourages ALL Health Care Providers To ask
Patients About Sexual Orientation & Gender Identity
The Fenway Institute has issued two Policy Focus briefs highlighting the importance of gathering sexual orientation
and gender identity data in clinical settings
and to provide guidance to clinicians to
gather such data. Why gather data on
sexual orientation and gender identity in
clinical settings explains how gathering
such data will help us understand lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT)
health disparities, and how it is consistent
with key recommendations in
Healthy People
2020, the 2011
Ins titute
of
Medicine report
on
LGBT
health
issues
and
research
gaps, and the
Affordable Care
Act. Gathering

such data in electronic health records tronic health records, now is the time to
gather these data electronically to ensure
(EHRs) is especially important.
optimal health outcomes for LGBT peoThe briefs were authored by Fenway staff ple.”
including Sean Cahill, PhD, Director of For more than forty years, Fenway Health
Health Policy Research, along with Judith has been working to make life healthier
Bradford, PhD, Co-chair and Director of for the people in our neighbourhood, the
the Centre for Population Research in LGBT community, people living with
LGBT Health; Chris Grasso, Associate HIV/AIDS and the broader population.
Director for Health Informatics and Data The Fenway Institute at Fenway Health is
Services; and Harvey Makadon, MD, an interdisciplinary centre for research,
Director of the National LGBT Health training, education and policy developEducation Centre. They will be dissemi- ment focusing on national and internationnated to health education professionals, al health issues. Fenway’s Sidney Borum
professional associations, policy makers Jr. Health Centre cares for youth and
and other priority audiences.
young adults ages 12 to 29 who may not
feel comfortable going anywhere else,
“The federal government has recognized including those who are LGBT or just
the importance of gathering LGBT data in
figuring things out; homeless or living on
a number of recent initiatives, including
the Affordable Care Act and Healthy the streets; struggling with substance use or
People 2020, our national plan for reduc- abuse; sex workers; or living with HIV/
ing health disparities,” said Sean Cahill. AIDS.
“As health care transitions toward elec-

Persecuting the Transmission of HIV
ISHTAR
A new legislation has been publicised in some
countries in Europe claiming that persons who
transmit HIV to their sexual partners knowingly
may stand a chance to criminal persecution in
this effect. The legislation has raised quite a stir
and MTV UK has taken up the lead role in
gathering up the thoughts and ideas of the general public concerning this evidence. ISHTAR
MSM is on board and would like to engage the
public on this controversial issue.

What’s the next step? Where will your choices
take you?
However, in real life, your choices in this situation could land you in prison. Legislation regarding the conscious spreading of HIV is being
banged into the books only recently. With difficult and unprecedented decisions being passed
down in the courts

The laws vary but many of them are harsh and
You are HIV positive. About to engage in inter- look something like this:
course Your partner forgoes a condom. What Sex + not revealing your HIV status = jail.
do you do next? It seems like one of those
Continued on PAGE 6
“choose your own ending” adventure books.
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The Background of Ishtar
Ishtar MSM was formed in 1997 after a
staging of the play Cleopatra at the Kenya
National Theatre. This was an entry point
to lives of MSM in Nairobi and opening an
atmosphere of trust and openness.

our active participation in the Kenya National Strategic Plan (KNSP) since 2005 and
involvement with the National AIDS control council (NACC) together with other
partners like Liverpool VCT.

The organisation has over the years devel- We have also participated in research with
oped strong allies, partnerships and net- the Kenya AIDS vaccine Initiative (KAVI)
since 2005 to date. Trust for indigworks and is one of the
member organisations in
enous health and culture
“Ishtar MSM
(TICAH) 2008. UNAIDS/UNDP,
the Gay and Lesbian coalihas also
2009. World Social forum, Pan
tion of Kenya.
participated in Africa ILGA and Changing faces
In 2002 Ishtar was regisresearch with Changing Spaces since 2007. We
tered with the ministry of
are currently running a clinic/Disc
the Kenya
in partnership with New Partnersocial services as a self help
AIDS vaccine ship Initiative dubbed SASA cengroup and in 2003
tre since 2010.
Ishtar was amongst the
Initiative
partners who worked with
(KAVI) since
However, having mentioned the
the University of Nairobi to
carry out research on men 2005 to date.” above it has not been an easy ride
for Ishtar and in achieving the
who have sex with men in
Nairobi.
above due to stigma and discrimination as mentioned in the National strateIshtar has taken a lead role in advocating for gic Plan.
health rights of MSM in Kenya evidently by Stigma, discrimination, persecution, prose-

cution and criminalization applied in various ways against infected, affected and at
risk populations represent major obstacles
to control HIV/AIDS in the world today.
These pose huge barriers to HIV testing,
care and support and dramatically increase
risk of transmission.
Stigma and discrimination also result in
misguided policies and misallocated resources, as many governments are averse to
implementing scientifically sound pro-

grammes for key at-risk groups, including
people who inject drugs, sex trade workers
and men who have sex with men

AMSHeR: The Voices Project
Last year during our Leadership Institute held in Johannesburg,
we planted the seed for the development of a project comprised of a collection of short
films and documentaries from
across the continent, showing
the lives of ordinary LGBTI
men and women. This project,
aptly named 'The Voices', will
give a voice to LGBTI people
over the continent, by showing
their daily lives, experiences and
interactions within their communities and places where they live,
work and play. The aim is that
in so doing, LGBTI are defined above and beyond
HIV/AIDS, (sac)religion, law, human rights, policies, stigma
and discrimination and other such statistics, issues and struggles
that have become synonymous with the topic of homosexuality
on the African continent, and show these people in a positive
light.
'The Voices' will portray LGBTI people as who and what they
are in essence, human beings that are an integral part of their
communities and a part of the fabric of their societies, who go
about their day to day existence and live their lives much in the
same way as everyone else. It is a normative approach to a con-

tentious topic in Africa and the world, which will go a long in
dispelling negative attitudes, stereotypes and in breaking stigma
and discrimination.
AMSHeR is pleased to share that they have received partial
funding for this project and would like to begin rolling it out in
earnest, to meet an expected output of at least one video/film/
documentary per organisation each month. The project kickstarted on Monday 23rd January 2012, AMSHeR will follow up
regularly each organisation's progress, then hold a teleconference after two weeks with the members who are ready. This is a
very important project for the movement and if executed well,
will go a long way in aiding
our agenda.
There will be a lot of hard
work involved in making this
a success, and there will be
some challenges but with
some of the best minds in
the LGBTI sector in this
group, it is a probability that
we will be able to succeed
and succeed in style. For more information on this, kindly go to
www.amsher.net
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Message from the Director
It is with great joy and gratitude that I am
pleased to present to you our February
issue. This is a
mere
supplementary will and
testimony of all
our
developments as ISHTAR
MSM.
The inspiration
behind
this
publishment is
the need to
extend
our
sense of accountability to
Peter Njane:
our members
Director Ishtar MSM
who occupy a
valuable
seat
and have a strategic role towards the development of the organisation

experienced rapid growth not just in terms
of the services provided but also in our
networks across various regions in the country, our responsibilities and hence reliabilities have also developed dramatically over
and above the confines of our headquarters
hence our need to transform to a donor
compliant NGO.

The organisation has seen turbulent times
over the current financial year ending April
2012. However we would like to extend an
arm of gratitude and appreciation to our
donors and partners who have seen us
through and offered support however possible to the final end. I am sure many of us
can attest that the industry is not as calm as
it appears to be. So many obstacles and
hurdles to overcome especially so in an
environment that is extremely homophobic
and backed up by the Church. I couldn’t
have asked for a better staff for ISHTAR
Allow to me assure our members and well- MSM.
wishers that my staff has, is and shall continue to demonstrate continued efforts in cam- The organisation whose staff mainly constipaigning for the health rights of all MSM in tutes of volunteers has seen great achieveKenya. The organisation over the years has ments and success since the arrival of the

strawberry flavoured Lubricants to SASA
drop-in-service-centre (DISC) the commitment of the personnel driving these initiatives couldn’t have achieved any greater
success and as said give credit where do,
join me as we celebrate the continued and
unending support of ISHTAR’S staff.
With all that said and done, allow me to
assure our members and the general public
at large, that we are taking productive steps
to ensure that your rights and benefits as
MSM citizens of Kenya are met to the latter.
We secured a continued availability and
distribution of Condoms and water-based
lubricants at our Head office. Feel free to
drop by. Regrettably the war Is not yet over,
to the contrary it is yet to begin, there is so
much that is yet to be done however we are
motivated enough knowing that some of our
objectives are beginning to see the light of
day, we want to assure our members that we
shall continue to fight for Health & Sexual
rights and ensure that they are protected
and respected.

Community Mobilization & Communication
An organization’s success is determined by how well it achieves
its goals and adheres to its mandate. Ishtar is no exception;
therefore a clear, well defined communication strategy must be in
place. Ishtar being a community based organization requires that
it involves its members in the programs it runs and this has to be
done in systematic, inclusive and comprehensive manner. AmfAR has enabled Ishtar to have a fully fledged community mobilization and communication department; consisting of a community mobilization and communications manager and a communications assistant. This has enhanced Ishtar’s communication strategies.

The community mobilization
and communication department’s responsibilities include;

Ishtar’s communication
department therefore has
the responsibility to uphold
the running of the organization by ensuring that our
mandate to bring holistic
positive change to the lives
of the MSM community at
large is made possible by
Communications Assistant.
ensuring efficiency and
effectiveness in community
involvement, participation and communication.

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Identification
Awareness Creation
Designing of materials
Dealing with the Media
Public Relations
Organizing of the organization’s events
Networking with partners
Eliud K..Mbugua Community
Mobilization & Communications
Alliance Building
Manager Ishtar-MSM
Documentation
Calling organization for the Annual General Meeting

The duties and responsibilities spelt out are undertaken using
our website and our social networks to engage the community.
Should you wish to share your thoughts and ideas do drop us an
email at communications@ishtarmsm.org
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Ishtar-MSM Office Administrator
All I can utter from the administration Desk is that Ishtar MSM is so varied in that it's capable of productivity in a diverse range
of environments. Ishtar excel’s since it is in an environment that has good communication and great teamwork, so therefore, that
to me, is the ideal environment for me, my fellow workmates and to the members, the MSM community.
Ishtar MSM is where everyone can grow not only professionally but intellectually,
where everyone’s ideas are received as well as innovative ideas and knowledge acquired in the past. Where knowledge and work is appreciated in terms of having a
service provision stability and security within the organization and the community.
Ishtar MSM as an organization enables members, community and the society to
contribute to each other in substantial amount to help to grow each other, that is
health wise and socially, understand each other in terms of empowerment, give
enough space to individual motivation, and a healthy team work helps to dedicate
potential to both the MSM community and the society as a whole. All this mirrors
the promising future of Ishtar MSM and the MSM community in Kenya thus the
Lovely and Dynamic “ISHTAR MSM”.

Joseph Omwamba
Office Administrator

Ishtar HEALTH & Project Coordination
Ishtar MSM has been working in partnership with NPI to
provide comprehensive HIV/
STI prevention
and treatment
services for the
Most at Risk
Population
(MARPS) especially the MSM community. This partnership saw the training of 176 MSM as peer
educators in the first phase, and also the
opening of a Drop in Service Centre
(DISC) in the second phase of the project.
The disk has been running for the last 9
months offering three key interventions,
namely:
Biomedical interventions
Behavioral interventions
Structural
interventions

Jeffrey Walimbwa
Health Manager

Biomedical Component

The
proThe disk offered comprehensive HIV and ject
other STIs treatment and prevention ser- has
vices including HIV testing and counseling ben(HTC), STI screening and treatment. This
was done through a clinic housed at the
DISC which had a full time nurse who
offered these services to the community.
While the HTC component was handled
by a HTC provider.
Behavioral Component
We offered Risk reduction, Risk assessment and health education on a quarterly
basis to our clients. Ishtar was responsible
for the behavioral component. We also
conducted hot spot outreaches, adaptation
of the health education slides through a
select focus group. The health education
slides continue to be used for health education to this date.

George Victor Owino
Project Co-ordinator

efited the community by providing them
health care free of stigma and discrimination, health education which has seen the
community be more aware of their health
and be able to identify the various STI
Structural Component
and how to deal with them. It has also
The structural component of the project
help reduce the risk to HIV/STI infection
saw clients being profiled for vocational
through treatment and risk reduction.
training and skills building. MSMs who
Over 700 MSMs have benefited directly
had joined table banking group were taken from the project and another 300 indirectfor vocational training where by the proly through peer to peer forums and safer
ject paid part of their tuition fees. This
sex commodities. Ishtar will look into
empowered them with skills for alternative continuing with its projects in the future.
livelihoods.
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Ishtar-MSM Website
www.ishtarmsm.org

I

nated via this mode of modern day communication. It is a modern and current
means to keep up with the trends.

ing HIV/AIDS opens the doors
to overall lifestyle change. This
carries the message of protection, via the consistent use of
condoms and lubricants, which
translates to protection also
from other sexually transmitted
infections.
Issues are laid out in a transparent
and honest form. We ‘say it as it
is’ whilst giving our networks in
the world wide web an upper
hand and encouraging their
feedback.

shtar has upgraded from a static website Our Facebook page; has played an imto a dynamic website. Ishtar’s new website portant role in enhancing peer education
is a multi-media one which enables the strategies. With Facebook, we are able to
conveyance of information in more than pass vital messages in our bid to promote
one interesting form. There are many behavioural change in regards to HIV/
advantages to this upgrade; a static website AIDS prevention. This we do by updating
is slower, limiting and problematic to up- our Facebook page with encouraging and
date and maintain. The dynamic website educative messages of change and lifestyle
has brought in the much needed changes; improvement and enhancement.
information is now propagated in a faster
Through Facebook as well, members get
first-hand information on
Outcomes/results.
our planned activities.
“to Advance the
Our periodic activities at
The use of the website and
sexual health of
Ishtar include monthly
social networks to foster our
MSM and rehealth awareness and
objectives as an organization
wellness days, the monthhas enabled us to, reach more
duce stigma and
ly post test clubs, peer
MSM and gay men. We are
discrimination
education trainings and
now able to speak to the massaligned with
workshops, team building
es at a go. Whereas before we
them in Kenya”
activities and member get
would have to rely on organiztogether. All these activiing meetings and get togethand more efficient form.
ties are organized and communicated ers’, in order to reach out to our members,
Ishtar uses this new website as its main almost entirely through this digital online now everybody has the chance to know the
goings on of the organization at the touch
instrument for propagating information. format.
All our stakeholders, the donor communi- The strategies used are simple yet compre- of a button. Almost all our members, if
not all, have access to the internet and thus
ty, our partners and members-potential hensive;
to our online community.
and existing alike- can log in at any time,
The rapidly growing network is en- This has no doubt contributed immensely
for updates or simply to familiarize themgaged in interesting, current
selves with the organization.
affairs messages related to health to more and more MSM being involved in
Use of social media to communicate and
and social wellbeing and from the programs and activities of the organizamaintain linkages.
this we receive much needed tion. Therefore fulfilling, step by step, the
feedback.
Ishtar has a very interactive digital social
aim to achieve the MISSION of the
All our messages must carry the mesnetwork. Facebook and twitter are today’s
organization to Advance the sexual health
sage of HIV/AIDS prevention
vital way that we use to interact with our
and behavioural change. Target- of MSM and reduce stigma and discrimimembers. A lot of information is dissemination aligned with them in Kenya.

Ishtar-MSM

project “ACTIVATE”

ISHTAR MSM in partnership with AFRA Kenya and GKT has embarked on an online radio project tailored to address the issues
of LGBT people in Kenya. The project has been sponsored by HIVOS. The process kick started in January by releasing survey
questions to narrow down to what the LGBTI community wanted to be covered in the radio platform. The Gay and Lesbian Coalition of Kenya (GALCK) is the chief overseer of the project and the physical implementation compartment.
The gravity of the project notwithstanding, it has been seen fit that the various stakeholders will undergo a series of training on various programming strategies given their limited experience in the field of
broadcasting. The training is intended to build the Capacity of Media practitioners on basic, theoretical and technical skills on running an ONLINE RADIO platform that addresses a broad range of
LGBTI issues hence the first phase of the project (situational analysis) In partnership with our friend
organization that are also going to help in building capacity like LVCT, INTERNEWS, presumably
LLH and various stake holders from different radio stations we hope to make the online radio a 24
hour station and move towards acquiring our own radio frequency.
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Persecuting the Transmission of HIV
It seems logical. Not revealing your HIV
status could expose your partner to a lifethreatening (or life-shortening) ordeal. So
shouldn’t you face consequences for that?

Continued from page 1

close.

the foot won’t be fatal, complications can
always arise. We could easily poke holes
Tomek Fior, Poland: anytime you know- in that analogy, but he makes a good
ingly put someone in danger or harm’s
point. There is always that 1% chance, and
way and harm or danger happens I think
that 1% should matter. It does get more
you should be able to be held accountable complicated, however, when we think
and liable. I mean, if you can sue McDon- about how someone could prove that they
alds for burning yourself on hot coffee…. disclosed that information prior to having
James T Tynion, USA: I think any legisla- sex, especially if the partner ends up contracting the disease and wants to move
tion that might be written would have to
forward with prosecution even if they were
acknowledge the persons who might unfully aware of the risk. Hypotheticals
knowingly infect another person before
getting tested themselves. But if someone aside, I think having that standard in place
may ultimately lead to more open and
On the other hand, would this legislation is consciously spreading a life-threatening healthy discussion around sex and STDs.
disease,
and
they
can
prove
that
such
a
discourage people from getting tested in
If sexual partners, HIV+ or not, talk about
person knew about his/her condition in
the first place? The arguments on both
their health status with each other more,
advance,
and
still
infected
other
people
sides are layered and personal… here are
even if discussion is initially provoked out
without
telling
them
about
it,
I
absolutely
some thoughts shared out by volunteers all
of fear of being prosecuted, it can create a
think
criminal
action
is
justified.
over the globe
healthier and more
open culture surPaul Medley, USA: When you put anoth- Cassie Hoeprich, USA: I
believe that if someone is
rounding sex.
er person’s health at risk, there has to be
consequences. Although I don’t think the HIV+ and engages in interSo, can you proserisk of prosecution will actually deter this course without using proteccute an HIV+ indition
or
disclosing
their
stahypothetical HIV+ person from knowingly
vidual who fails to
tus,
their
partner
has
the
infecting others, victims should be allowed
disclose their staright to prosecute them
to seek justice. If I was a victim of this
tus? Can you forecriminally.
I
brought
this
up
situation, I’d want the peace of mind in
see any problems
to
my
partner,
and
we
went
back
and
forth
knowing I stopped this person from carewith prosecuting individuals? What would
on
the
latter
point.
I
initially
thought
that
if
lessly infecting others in the future.
someone uses protection and is HIV+, it is it do in terms of stigma and the likelihood
more of a moral issue whether or not they of testing? Sound off and let us know what
Kately Martens, Bulgaria: I think it completely depends on if their partner asked, share that information with their partner. YOU think! Do share your thoughts and
ideas on email @ communicait’s up to both parties to know each others Yet, my partner countered my point by
tions@ishtarmsm.org feel free to also insexual history. Though I feel they should reminding me that there is no form of
disclose the information, I don’t think any protection that is 100% effective. He com- box us on facebook at http://
pared it to shooting someone in the foot – www.facebook.com/Ishtar.MSM
prosecution should occur unless the perwhile it is likely that shooting someone in
son was asked and still neglected to dis-

Trainer of Trainees (TOT) Training at the Masai Lodge
25 self-motivated and skillful trainees were selected under a
competitive criteria from across all regions of the country to
attend the Trainers of trainees training held at, Masai lodge, the
group being where New Partners’ Initiative( NPI) drop in
center’s were based. The training was to elevate peer educators
to so as to transfer their training to their
peers hencethe title trainer of trainees.
The training was guided by using the
trainer of trainees manual that was
developed by NOPE. The trainees
underwent 10 days of intensive training
and knowledge equipment
ISHTAR MSM was lucky to have some
of its officials in part of the training.

Objectives:
By the end of this training participants would have had:
Demonstrated in depth understanding of the curriculum
approach, methodologies, and materials.
Performed effective facilitation skills for optimal
implementation of the curriculum.
Performed skills to work in teams effectively, including skills for co-facilitation. They received
certificates for their participation and graduation as
trainers of trainees
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Ishtar-MSM for Financial Accountability
Ishtar MSM started off with a play called ‘Cleopatra’ and at that
time, it was funded by a
church and well-wishers.
The management of the
funds was used in the
production of the play, to
buy costumes, book of the
Kenya national Theatre as
well as small stipends to
the actors who were Male
sex workers and gay
persons. This was in
1997.
Peter Kimani
Moving on, Ishtar looked
at how the resource
mobilization would be and it was in 2007 that Ishtar got the first
grant from Liverpool VCT care and treatment to have the World
AIDS day celebrations. The theme of this year was “Think you
love him, get tested”. This would be the first time that members
of the MSM community would take up a celebration at a
National level. The grant was to aid in mobilization of persons as
well as offering T-shirts and refreshment’s for the march and
production of the banners and brochures for information
distribution and creation of awareness.
Finance Manager

Presently, in 2012, Ishtar is looking at more partners’ to engage
them in the projects that have been planned to be rolled out in
the course of the year. Ishtar has been a recipient of grants from
various organizations as from one donor, Ishtar has with time
scaled up to receive grants
from four [4] donor and it has
received capacity to enhance
the finance department to
reach greater heights as we roll
out the projects and look at
supervision of the activities.
Looking back, we can say that
organizations start small to
have larger structures and
en ha nc in g th e f in an ce
department has been ideal for
Ishtar to prepare the
organization to be able to
handle more grants and
efficient utilization of the
resources.

Solomon Wambua Outgoing Finance Manager

Mr Gay World 2012 Johannesburg, South Africa
the delegate accepted for each country needs only to get to Johannesburg before noon on Apr 4,
2012 and we take care of the rest accommodation, transport and all
Mr Gay World is defined breakfasts and most other meals.
as an annual contest for
We also assist with obtaining visas
gay men, seeking to estab- etc. Generous sponsoring of certain
lish ambassadors for Gay clothes and products are given to
and Human Rights, with
each delegate.
winners of national contests competing as deleRegistrations have already opened gates in a variety of categories. It is not a beauty contest and
any candidate can apply to represent
there is no age limit. This competition is the most publicized gay if his country does not have a nacontest in the world and unashamedly uses the attention it gartional competition licensed to
Francois Nel Mr Gay
MGW - for a list of countries alners to focus attention on the plight of LGBTI people worldWorld 2011 winner
ready represented, check here:
wide, with the focus in 2012 being on African LGBTIs specifically. The delegate chosen to represent his peers on a global
http://www.mrgayworld.org/
stage will not only have the inner beauty of confidence, selfindex.php/home/delegates-2012 .
assurance, charisma and natural leadership abilities but he will
Registration - see here http://www.mrgayworld.org/index.php/
also take care in his outward appearance. He will also have
component/content/article/40-news-front-page/355knowledge of LGBTI general history and recent news.
registrationmgw2012delegates.
We are looking for participants from non-licensed countries:
South Africa is hosting Mr Gay World, 4 - 8 Apr 2012 (see
www.mrgayworld.org) as
you may know.
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Call to Action Against the Anti-Homosexuality Bill 2009 Uganda
The COALITION OF AFRICAN LESBIANS (CAL), a pan African network of lesbian, bisexual and gender non-conforming people, organizations and individuals, calls upon every person who believes in the dignity, equality and freedom of every human being, to
take note of and act urgently to halt the Anti-Homosexuality Bill which has just been re – tabled in Uganda. We look to African human rights activists and defenders, politicians, religious leaders, cultural leaders, scholars, lawyers, medical professionals, educators,
parents and all human rights respecting and promoting individuals and institutions, to take such urgent action. The draconian Bill was
re-tabled in the Parliament of Uganda by Member of Parliament, David Bahati, on February 7, 2012. The Bill had its first reading
and was referred to the Legal and Parliamentary Affairs Committee for scrutiny. The Committee is expected to examine it and conduct public hearings, and then it will report back to the House for a formal debate on the Bill.
Background:
The Anti-Homosexuality Bill 2009 was first introduced in the Parliament of Uganda by Member of Parliament, David Bahati, as a
Private Member’s Bill in October, 2009. The Bill proposes severe prison sentences, and in some cases the death penalty. It states that
anyone who commits the offence of homosexuality will be liable to life imprisonment as the provisions, according to the Bill, are
meant to “protect the traditional family by prohibiting any form of sexual relations between persons of the same sex.” The Bill further
states that “aggravated homosexuality” will be punished by death as it aims to ban all forms of expression advocating for homosexuality. It would also be an offence for a person who is aware of any violations of the Bill’s provisions not to report them to the authorities
within 24 hours. Furthermore, the Bill proposes to criminalize the “promotion of homosexuality” which is a provision targeting civil
society and human rights defenders. These and other provisions of the Bill go beyond targeting homosexuals, to affect families, human rights defenders, teachers, neighbors, friends, spiritual leaders, medical professionals, shop owners, to mention but a few. Stand
out and up against the Anti-Homosexuality Bill 2009 NOW. We have limited time. Resist this unconstitutional bill and take on one,
some or all of the following actions;
1. Pass on this Call to Action to as many concerned Africans as you can and urge them
to take action.
We look to African 2. Write emails to and or call Ugandan Members of Parliahuman rights activists ment (MPs) urging them to resist and reject the Bill in its
entirety because it is anti-human rights and affects every
and defenders,
politicians, religious Ugandan in different ways. The full list of all 386 MPs can
be found at http://www.parliament.go.ug/mpdata/
leaders, cultural
mps.hei Click on the MP’s name and you will get their
leaders, lawyers,
email address and phone number. The MPs can also be
educators, parents
contacted through social media such as Facebook. Just
and all human rights search for their name on Facebook and or Twitter.
respecting and
promoting
3. Write to the President of Uganda, H.E. Yoweri Kaguta
individuals and
Museveni and urge him to reject this draconian proposed Bill in its entirety. Urge him to discourage further
institutions, to take debate and consideration of the Bill by Parliament and to decline to sign this unconstitutional Bils into law.
(Contacts below)
urgent action.
4. Write, fax and or call the Minister of Justice in Uganda, Hon. Major General Kahinda Otafire, and the
State Minister of Justice Hon. Fred Ruhindi and urge them to speak out against the unconstitutionality of the Anti-Homosexuality Bill
2009 and to discourage any further debate on the Bill. (Contacts below)
5. Write to the Cardinal of Uganda, His Eminence Emmanuel Wamala, and the Arch Bishop of the Church of Uganda , The Most
Revd Henry Luke Orombi and urge them to stand out and up and oppose the Bill in its entirety. Tell them that homosexuals need
their protection. Point out, to the Cardinal of the Catholic Church, the Catechism of the Catholic Church which says in Article
6, 2358: The number of men and women who have deep-seated homosexual tendencies is not negligible. This inclination, which is
objectively disordered, constitutes for most of them a trial. They must be accepted with respect, compassion, and sensitivity. Every
sign of unjust discrimination in their regard should be avoided.

Call to Action: Resource Contacts
For more information, please contact;
Victor Mukasa
Advocacy Advisor for East Africa
Coalition of African Lesbians
Tel: +27 11 918 2182
Mobile: +27 78 436 3635
Email: victor@cal.org.za

The President of the Republic of
Uganda
H.E. Yoweri Kaguta Museveni
Email: aak@statehouse.go.ug,
cc: pps@statehouse.go.ug

Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs
Hon Maj.Gen Kahinda Otafire
Email: mojca@africaonline.co.ug
Tel: +256-414- 230538
Fax: +256-414- 254829
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Vision
To attain full sexual health rights and social well-being for men who have sex with
men in Kenya.
Mission
To advance the sexual health rights of MSM and reduce stigma and discrimination
aliened with them, creating general awareness with the aim of empowering the
MSM community and the society at large by advocating for the rights to good
health, access to STI/HIV and AIDS related care and treatment.

P. O Box 12333- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: +254 020 2497228, +254 713 797 157
Email: info@ishtarmsm.org
Website: www.ishtarmsm.org
Ishtar Living Newsletter is a monthly publication by ISHTAR-MSM (member of the Gay and Lesbian Coalition of
Kenya). The newsletter and the logo remain the exclusive property of ISHTAR-MSM. We encourage redistribution
of excerpts from it. If you copy material, please credit without copyrights infractions.

